Anarchist Film Festival 2017

SO-CALLED MONTREAL  MAY, 11th & 12th 2017
AT COOP LES KATACOMBES

FACEBOOK : PROJECTIONS INSURGÉES
HTTPS://PROJECTIONSINSURGEES.WORDPRESS.COM/

PLEASE SEND US THE FORM AT THIS E-MAIL
PROJECTIONSINSURGEES@RISEUP.NET
Or
AT QPIRG CONCORDIA MAILING ADDRESS
QPIRG CONCORDIA
C/O CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY
1455 DE MAISONNEUVE O
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3G 1M8

CALL OUT FOR FILMS!

Please fill out every section that applies to your proposal, this information will allow us to do the program for the festival:

Your name:

Have you made or participated in making the film:

The link to the film & password if needed:

Film Title, length, year and languages/subtitles:

Film description - If you have the description in French & English please put them both! (Like mentioned before, this could be used in the festival program to describe the movie. Please inform us if you want a different description):
Key words – This will allow us the put your film into a selection that correspond to your vision:

In short, why would you like to present your film in this festival?

Would you be interested/available to attend the projection? Would you be interest in giving a Q&A? By skype if you can’t attend?

Other comments:

THANK YOU!!!